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New insights on the low T/W instability 
in shocked accretion flows

Why is the prograde mode of SASI 
destabilized by rotation?

What is the interplay between SASI and 
the corotation 'low T/|W|' instability?

Is the corotation instability similar to 
isolated NS with differential rotation ?
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Spin-up or spin-down of the neutron star? 

range of
NS spin 
at birth

(Kazeroni+17)

R ⌘ Rsh

RNS

SASI

For a strong rotation 
rate, the corotation 

instability decelerates 
the neutron star by 

less than 30%.



Physical insight from an experimental analogue of SASI

acoustic waves
shock wave
density ρ

surface waves
hydraulic jump
depth H

adiabatic gas
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expected scaling
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Dynamics of water
in the fountain

diameter 40cm
3s/oscillation

Dynamics of the gas
in the supernova core

diameter 400km
0.03s/oscillation

1 000 000 x bigger

100 x faster



Increasing the rotation rate: 
continuous transition from SASI to the corotation instability

the rotation period is gradually decreased (205s à 62s)
the flow rate is gradually decreased (1.1 L/s à 0.59 L/s)

SASI
closed
spiral

open 
spiral

corotation radius (PIV)
àthe gravitational wave 
signature of the low T/|W| 
instability may be hard to 
disentangle from the SASI 
oscillations (Kuroda+14)
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velocity

corotation-enhanced SASI:
-weak jump = weak outer acoustic reflection
-the growth time scales like the advection time

Corotation instability with subsonic accretion

Radial accretion enforces 
differential rotation 
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Robust spiral mode driven at the corotation radius (~20% Kepler)

Which mechanism? acoustic over-reflection or vortical-acoustic coupling ?

classical corotation instability in astrophysics:
-neutron star rotating differentially ("low T/|W|")

(Shibata+02, Passamonti & Andersson 15)
-keplerian torus with a reflecting edge

(Papaloizou & Pringle 84, Goldreich & Narayan 85)



Experimental growth rate and oscillation period
compared to shallow water modelling: a hint for an advective mechanism

F
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Q ⇠

The vertically averaged vorticity
is damped by a factor Q

Rjp~20cm

-excellent modelling of the oscillation frequency 
limited by the measured radial width of the hydraulic jump

-systematic offset of the experimental growth rate
expected phase mixing of the dragged vorticity

à at odds with the idea of a transition to an acoustic corotation instability?



+ boundary conditions from conservation equations

-at the shock/jump

-at the inner boundary

same as in a cylindrical flow (Yamasaki & Foglizzo 08)

conserved specific vorticity

new variable X

phase shifted velocity

acoustic equation with a source term
similar to Foglizzo 09 without rotation

mass conservation

Euler equation
Differential system for the linearized perturbations

Doppler shifted frequency

same changes of variables 
as in a plane parallel flow 

(Foglizzo 09)

Compact formulation of the perturbative problem with rotation
L ⌘ r2⌦(r) = cte

uniform specific 
angular momentum



Rotation effect in shallow water equations 
is similar to gas dynamics

shallow water 
dynamics

shocked gas 
dynamics

Yam
azaki &

 Foglizzo 08

Why is the prograde mode of SASI 
destabilized by rotation?

K
azeroni+17

The vortical-acoustic coupling        depends on - the stationary flow gradients 
- the relative phase of advected and acoustic perturbations



Wronskien resolution: convolution of the acoustic solution with the source term

acoustic solution satisfying the 
inner boundary condition

inner boundary condition

definition of the perturbed mass flux

shock boundary condition
inner 

boundary 
condition

advective-acoustic coupling

advected phase
of the source termacoustic solution

The Doppler shifted frequency                           affects the phase mixing between the source and the acoustic wave

The frequency of the prograde mode is locally decreased by the doppler shift: the decrease of           is favourable to 
the advective-acoustic coupling as in Sheck+08 and Foglizzo 09 without rotation. 

The corotation condition ω'=0 favours the advective-acoustic coupling: the stationary phase prevents phase mixing
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radial advective-acoustic time

Analogue of SASI modes without rotation: Fr1, Rjp/Rns

eigenfrequencies ~multiples of 2π/τQ suggest that the 
advective-acoustic coupling is dominated by the lower boundary



normal shock condition: vorticity + pressure perturbation

- as in Yamasaki & Foglizzo 08, the growth rate of the prograde mode increases 
with the rotation rate

- a corotation radius can exist for rotation rates as low as 3% vKepler at r* 

(T/W~0.05%)

- a corotation radius is not a sufficient condition for instability (e.g. Fr1=3, R=2)

- the transition from SASI to an instability with  a corotation is very smooth

ad-hoc shock condition: total acoustic reflexion, no vorticity

- when acoustic reflexion at the shock is total, the existence of the corotation 
radius is a sufficient condition for instability: similar to differentialy rotating NS 
(Watts+05, Passamonti & Andersson 15, Yoshida & Saijo 17)

- a corotation radius can exist for rotation rates as low as 6% vKepler at r* 

(T/W~0.02%)

- however, the growth rate of this corotation instability seems loosely correlated 
with the growth rate of the shocked flow.

- estimated growth rate: 

Comparison of a shocked rotating flow and a trapped acoustic mode 



Ingoing acoustic waves are over-refected
as soon as a corotation radius stands
within the flow boundaries.

This takes place for moderate centrifugal
support (9-25% vKepler)

However, this over-reflection is insufficient
to compensate for the acoustic damping at
the shock.

The advective-acoustic cycle Q is strongly
destabilized by rotation. The acoustic cycle
can add a constructive and sometimes
decisive contribution.

In the astrophysical gas with neutrino
cooling, some additional acoustic damping
is expected upon reflection in the inner
region of the flow (Bruno Pagani)

Acoustic over-reflection and corotation
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As the rotation rate is increased, the
growth time becomes significantly
shorter than the advection time to the
inner boundary τQ.

The growth time is better described by
the advection time τco to the corotation
radius, as expected by the enhanced
advective-acoustic coupling there

Growth time: hint for the advection time to the corotation radius
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growth rate ωi in units of 
the advection time

to the inner radius τQà
ß to the corotation radius τco

only for Q>>1
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Towards higher Reynolds numbers
with Gilles Durand

Diameter 3m50, Reynolds x 10



Conclusions

2D Cylindrical gas dynamics (Kazeroni+17) suggests that
-SASI can account for pulsar rotation periods down to ~50ms
-for rotation rates >100Hz the 'corotation instability' decreases the pulsar spin by <30%

Both instability regimes are captured in the supernova fountain experiment
-as the injected angular momentum increases, the prograde spiral mode of SASI seems to connect 
smoothly to the 'corotation instability'

-the offset growth rate in the experiment suggests advection may play a dominant role even when a 
corotation is present

The shallow water model offers a simple analytical framework to study the interplay of SASI & corotation
-equations are both simple and connected to a real experiment
-the rotational destabilization of the prograde mode of SASI can be explained by its lower doppler 
shifted frequency which benefits to the advective-acoustic coupling 

-a classical corotation instability is recovered as a purely acoustic process, despite radial advection, 
if the shock is artificially replaced by a total acoustic reflection and no advected vorticity

-the existence of a corotation radius does produce an acoustic over-reflection but this is not a 
sufficient condition for instability in a shocked flow

-the prograde mode of SASI can be more unstable than an acoustic corotation instability: 
the stationary phase at the corotation radius favours a strong advective-acoustic coupling

-the growth time scales like the advection time from the shock to the corotation radius
àA sharp transition between SASI and the 'low T/|W|' instability in a shocked flow is not expected
àThese results have to be tested in non adiabatic gas dynamics including cooling and the protoneutron 
star interior which may develop (or not) a classical low T/W instability 


